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About Us

The Concrete Institute of Australia

 Started in 1970 – getting close to 50!

 Over 3000 Members 

 Board, Council and 6 State Chapters

 Strategic Committees – Membership, Technical, Standards, 
Education, Recognition, International, Journal, Planning

 Journal – “Concrete in Australia”, distributed quarterly to 6000+ 
people

 2017 – 85+ events, > 4,400 delegates

 28th Conference “Concrete 2017 – Advances in Materials and 
Structures” – 540 delegates from 25 countries

 Our vision – Excellence in Concrete
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Presentation Notes
The Concrete Institute of Australia has been around in its current existence for nearly 50 years. With over 3000 members in various categories we are the biggest professional association in the construction industry in Australia outside of Engineers Australia.We have a structure that is not dissimilar to the American Concrete Institute, albeit on a smaller scale, and run a number of committees that help us work towards our strategic objectives.We run many events for our members on concrete related topics all over the country, as well as organizing a conference every two years. Our last conference, held last year in Adelaide, was extremely successful attracting well over 500 delegates from 25 countries around the world.All of our work is done with one vision in mind – excellence in concrete.



 International agreement since 2003

 Over 200 ACI Members in Australia

 ACI publications and resources well recognised in Australia 

 Number of CIA Members are:

 Members of ACI

 Fellows of ACI

 Voting members of technical committees

 CIA have set up an ACI sub-committee

 Facilitating closer technical liaison with ACI

 Supporting ACI activities in Australia

CIA and ACI
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Part of our strategic plan is to develop and maintain strong international relationships with like minded groups. Our formal association with the American Concrete Institute goes back now 15 years and has gone from strength to strength. Not only do we have a number of ACI members based in Australia, many of whom hold memberships with the CIA as well, we have formed closer bonds with technical committees, ACI executives, and ACI staff.  Our CEO Mr David Millar couldn’t join us for this convention but wishes to pass on his thanks in this regard to Mr Ron Burg and Mr Bernie Pekor in particular for their ongoing support of this relationship. As a result of all of this members from both countries are gaining the benefit of these relationships through shared experiences and knowledge, and I will share some of our more recent activities in this area shortly.



ACI Technical Committees

 Durability

 ACI 201,  ACI 365,  ACI 222

 Cements, Binders, Sustainability

 ACI 232,  AC1 233,  ACI 234,  ACI 235,  ACI 130,  ACI 212

 Shrinkage, Creep and Serviceability

 AC1 231,  AC1 209

 Structural and Civil Design

 AC1 318,  AC1 506,  ACI 305

 Reinforcement and other Components

 ACI 440,  ACI 221,  ACI 544 
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As noted on the previous slide we have a dedicated ACI sub-committee that is chaired by Daksh Baweja who is with us today as well, and these are just a few of the ACI technical committees that we have a vested interest in.In particular, in recent times the Institute has done a lot of work in the durability side of the industry, and as part of our international strategy we were able to combine this focus with our key relationship with ACI in Adelaide.



Adelaide 2017
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As mentioned before last year we held our 28th biennial conference, Concrete 2017, in the city of Adelaide.



Adelaide – Australia, 22-25 October 2017

www.concrete2017.com.au
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Concrete 2017 had over 540 delegates in attendance from 25 different countries around the world, and importantly also played host to the 3rd International Congress on Durability of Concrete.The Conference also gave members of the International Federation of Structural Concrete, or fib, an opportunity to meet with local concrete experts in the durability field to discuss and workshop the review of their major document, the fib Model Code 2020.



Prof Doug Hooton
University of Toronto

Mr Mike Schneider
Baker Concrete Construction
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The conference included a number of international key note presenters and invited speakers, including two very important ACI members – Past President Mike Schneider from Baker Concrete Construction, and Professor Doug Hooton from the University of Toronto.Doug was an important key note presenter for the conference with his durability background, and for his association with ICDC and fib. Doug is also a well known concrete industry member in Australia, and many of our members were pleased to be able to tap into his knowledge base again whilst attending the conference.Mike was in Adelaide not only as an invited speaker, but as the ACI Ambassador at the conference. Mike’s experience in the construction side of the concrete industry provided many members of the Institute, and prospective members, an insight into the management and mechanisms required to pull off incredibly large, innovative and complex concrete construction projects.Their presence in Adelaide was most appreciated by the delegates and both Mike and Doug would be welcomed back by the Institute at any time.



Melbourne 2018
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With Adelaide now behind us, the CIA is now focusing on Melbourne in 2018 as the host city for the next fib Congress.
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The CIA is the Australian National Member Group for fib and as such represent fib in Australia. This allows the Institute to bring much of the work being done by fib to the Members of the Institute and provide worldwide codes of practices to be considered and compared for local needs.The Institute is privileged to be able to host the congress which is held every 4 years by a National Member Group, andis the major event held worldwide for fib. Previous Congress’s have been held in Mumbai, India (2014), Washington, USA (2010), Naples, Italy (2006) and Osaka, Japan (2002). The Congress includes a substantial technical program as well as being the forum for bodies within fib to meet.



www.fibcongress2018.com

• Over 600 abstracts have been submitted
• Abstracts submitted from 60 different countries
• Expecting 300+ international concrete experts
• More than 30 session topics throughout the program
• Representation from Europe, Asia, Africa & Americas
• Expecting over 700 delegates in total
• Program to consist of 6 parallel sessions – over 380 

presentations in 4 days
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There were over 600 abstracts submitted for the congress, from authors representing over 60 countries around the world. The program will run for 4 days and will include nearly 400 presentations from concrete experts all over the globe, in what will be a wonderful occasion.



Key Note Speakers
1. Dr Andy Davids
Design Director – Tall Buildings, Aurecon 
2. Professor Frank Dehn
Head of Materials Institute, Leipzig University, Germany
3. Prof Koichi Maekawa
Distinguished Professor, University of Tokyo, Japan
4. Professor Campbell Middleton
Laing O’Rourke Prof of Construction, Cambridge University, UK
5. Professor Mike Thomas
Dept of Civil Engineering Chair, University of New Brunswick, Canada
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www.fibcongress2018.com

Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre
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There are also 5 prominent key note speakers at the congress, along with several invited speakers and sessions. In particular we will welcome Professor Mike Thomas from the University of New Brunswick, a member of a number of ACI technical committees, and also well known to us in Australia particular for his work with ASR. We will also welcome our key note speaker at the International Lunch later today, Professor Koichi Maekawa, from Japan, at the congress.



www.fibcongress2018.com

Come and join over 700 delegates from over 60 countries 
down under in Melbourne in October!

www.fibcongress2018.com

Great Ocean Road, Victoria
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So if you haven’t booked a ticket to Melbourne yet don’t delay – registration is now open!



Sydney 2019
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Which leads us to the CIA’s next biennial conference which will be held in Sydney in 2019!
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Concrete 2019, to be held from the 8th to 11th September 2019, will focus on the theme “Concrete in Practice – Progress through Knowledge”. 



www.concrete2019.com.au

• 8th to 11th September 2019 in Sydney
• Concrete in Practice – Progress through Knowledge
• 5 weeks before the ACI Fall Convention 2019
• Opportunity for ACI members to be involved through technical 

sessions, sponsorship, key note presentations
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It has been conveniently scheduled to occur 5 weeks prior to the ACI Fall Convention in 2019 so that it might allow a number of ACI members to be involved. The CIA is looking at ways in which we can encourage ACI members to attend through dedicated technical sessions related to ACI technical committees of interest, key note and invited speakers who will suit our theme, and sponsorship and exhibition opportunities for those looking at the Asia Pacific market.



www.concrete2019.com.au

• International Convention Centre, Darling Harbour
• In the heart of the city of Sydney
• World class convention facilities
• Opportunity for ACI members to be involved through technical 

sessions, sponsorship, key note presentations

International Convention Centre Sydney
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The conference will be held in the brand new state of the art facility the International Convention Centre which is right in the heart of the city.



www.concrete2019.com.au

• Conference themes in the program to include topics such as:
• Durability (ACI201)
• Construction of Concrete Floors (ACI302)
• Structural Concrete Building Codes (ACI318)
• Fibre Reinforced Polymer Reinforcement (ACI440)

Plenary Room, 
International Convention Centre Sydney
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And as noted the conference will include topics and sessions related specifically to ACI technical committees of particular interest to the local market.



www.concrete2019.com.au

Come and join us in Sydney in 2019
and share your ACI experiences
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We certainly hope to see the ACI and many of its members in Sydney in 2019 in what I’m sure will be a great conference for both organisations. 
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